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Call to determine
the tailor-fit portfolio
right for you

Let Us Pay Your Fees!

T O D A Y
Financial analysts routinely advise and recommend
that precious metals be included in every financial
portfolio as part of a sound asset diversification strategy.
Over the long-term, rare coins minted from gold and
silver have shown appreciation in value, and many times
outperformed almost every other investment class.
American Eagle coins, deemed as “numismatic” by
Congressional law, may provide “double play” potential
as they rise in value along with precious metals, and also
may develop significant numismatic premiums over time.
The American Eagles we most highly recommend
for inclusion in IRA programs are the key date
Gold American Eagles.
Many American Eagles are already locked away
in IRA programs for decades to come, restricting
their current availability to collectors and investors
and contributing to rising prices.

1.800.336.1630

The Official Bullion and
Rare Coin Partner of
Better for You. Better for America.

To set up your IRA portfolio today!
Please read important customer disclosures on our website or that
accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement.
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Diversify

Many financial analysts routinely recommend a precious metals
component to their clients as a strategy for portfolio diversification.

for long-term appreciation
When it comes to financial diversification, it is
well-documented that over the long-term, many
precious metals coins tend to steadily appreciate
and many times have outperformed almost every
other kind of investment.

Why? Because precious metals tend to rise during periods of stock
market volatility. However, there is more to the story.

Precious Metal Coin Recommendations

Regardless of whether the stock market rises or falls, or whether
precious metals prices rise, fall or remain flat, the fact is, many gold
coins preserved in their original mint conditions have,
over time, outperformed many other asset classes.

We most strongly recommend $10 and $25 Gold American
Eagles because they provide “double play” potential.
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We recommend the following:

the experts in IRA planning
At First Fidelity Reserve,® we are specialists in
United States rare coins and precious metals. That
is why the coins we most strongly recommend for
your IRA are bullion 1oz $50 Gold American Eagles,
bullion 1oz $1 Silver American Eagles and
low mintage and capitalization fractional
Gold American Eagles.

• Bullion 1oz $50 Gold American Eagles

1.800.336.16

30

and get s
tarted

• Bullion 1oz $1 Silver American Eagles

Today

• Low mintage & capitalization fractional
Gold American Eagles

By total mintage (number of coins produced) for all years
combined, the $25 Gold Eagle is the rarest of all Gold American
Eagles. This rarity factor, along with other rarity factors mentioned
above, adds to their numismatic value. This means $25 Gold
American Eagles offer investors and collectors “double play”
potential (bullion value & numismatic value).

First Fidelity Reserve® makes it a priority to

with a precious metals IRA

inform and equip you as our client. Together, we will

In today’s dynamic economy, many financial or
investment planners now routinely advise portfolio
diversification with tangible assets.

work to determine the precious metals IRA portfolio
tailor-fit for your retirement plans and goals.
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1988 $25 Gold Eagle MS69 2000-2021
$80K

Dr. Mike Fuljenz, as America’s Gold Expert,®
do you recommend Gold American Eagles?
“Yes I do. An important measure of any investment is its liquidity:
How easy is it to resell? United States Government backing means
that like the dollar, American Eagle Gold Bullion Coins are accepted
in major investment markets worldwide. American Eagle Bullion
Coins are also one of the most widely traded bullion coins in America,
typically affording investors narrow spreads between buy and sell prices.”

Award-Winning Industry Leader
3 - Investment Book of the Year Awards*
7 - Best Dealer Publication Awards*
1 - Book of the Year Award*

$73,181

$70K

03/17/2021
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First, they can increase in value as metals prices rise. More
importantly, unlike many other bullion coins available for
inclusion in your IRA, some of these coins have developed strong
collector premiums due to low mintage, relatively low survival
rate, low capitalizations and because many have already been locked
into IRA plans, restricting their availability to collectors and investors.
As a result, their prices may trend upward more aggressively during
certain markets and hold their value when gold prices decline.

coin images not to scale

Retirement

Here’s why:

$10,000
03/09/2000

Understanding rarity rankings is important. Historically,
popular coins that are the rarest tend to experience increased prices
over time. Some “key” dates for the $25 Gold Eagles are already
difficult to find and are considered rare by many dealers.
Gold was $289 as of 03/09/2000 and was $1,728 as of 03/17/2021. This is an increase of 6 X. While
an impressive gain that far outperforms almost every other asset class, it falls short of the 7.3 X gain
of the 1988 1/2 oz $25 Gold American Eagle MS69 that often held significant value when gold was
declining. This is a good example of why every portfolio should include some better-date fractional
gold coins.

“As with any investment, there are price dips along the way. That’s why I recommend
at least a 5-10 year hold period on rare coins. In the shorter time frames in this graph,
price performance can lag for a few years, only to be followed by impressive gains.
Please note that past performance for one coin does not guarantee future performance for this coin or any coins, but we can still learn many lessons from history.”

$10K
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*Numismatic Literary Guild Award Winner

Graph based on performance of a $10,000 portfolio of
1988 $25 Gold American Eagles MS69 purchased in 2000.

Numismatic Consultant

This graph shows how a portfolio of multiple coins or fractions of a coin totaling $10,000 would have increased in value over the
time indicated that I have purchased them. The graph reflects the price gains of actual coins I have been fortunate enough to buy.
I recommend at least a 5-10 year hold period on rare coin purchases as these graphs show impressive gains and volatility can occur
during a shorter time span. We all know that past performance of some coins does not guarantee future performance for all coins.

